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Taylor’d to your timing. Taylor’d to your objectives. Taylor’d to your project.

TEMPORARY FENCE SOLUTIONS
Taylor’d temporary fence solutions provide quickly built, a�ordable barriers. Our 

temporary fences delineate safe zones from work areas and special-access spaces, 

and they send a clear message to people, animals, or tra�ic.

Taylor’d for
 » Construction areas  » Events



Temporary Fencing Fast
Taylor’d to your scale and requirements

Whether you’re planning temporary fencing as part of a project far in advance or 
have last minute need, Taylor Fence Co can come through with the right solution.

CASE STUDY

Olgoonik Construction had an urgent need for temporary fencing. A 
need for fencing for a project on Peterson Air Force Base was holding 
up training and was about to hold up out-of-state contractors. A quick 
call to Taylor got the temporary fencing needed in short order and kept 
training and contracting right on schedule.

“Taylor Fence can handle any project from installing a fence to a 
sophisticated security project.”

| BRIAN JACKSON, PROGRAM MANAGER, OLGOONIK CONSTRUCTION

Taylor Fence Company has Taylor’d 
top projects since 1942. A reputation 
for superior design, construction, and 
maintenance has made Taylor one of 
the most in-demand sources of high-
quality fences, gates, and security 
systems in Colorado.

“They have the capacity to really work 
on highly technical, complicated, 
sophisticated projects.”
| PATRICK SHOCKEY, PROJECT MANAGER, 
  DPR CONSTRUCTION

“With their excellent communication, 
working with Taylor is just so easy.”

| RICHARD FISCHER, TRIBAL 1

Contact Taylor Fence for a free estimate on your security needs today. 
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